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The necessary and sufficient conditions of commutativity of all the diagrams of canonical maps 
in any closed category V are obtained. The main condition is that for every object A in V the 
first dual A* is isomorphic to the third dual A ***. It is also shown that isomorphism of A and 
A** (without additional conditions) is sufficient for full coherence. 
Introduction 
It is well known that in symmetric monoidal closed (SMC) categories there are 
non-commutative diagrams of allowable natural transformations. E.g., in the SMC 
category .!%r of shapes and abstract allowable natural transformations (i.e., the free 
SMC category with one generator) the following diagram does not commute if A 
is not constant: 
Here 75 = rcABc : Hom(A @B, C) + Hom(A, [B, Cl), e = eAB = TI~~~~,~~(~I~,~~) : 
[A,B]@A+B, c=cAB:A@B+B@A, (h)=e(l@h) (see [3,6]). The diagram 
(*) fails to commute not only in @ but also, for example, in the SMC category of 
vector spaces (where 0 is usual tensor product, [ , ] is hom,(-, -) and Z is the cor- 
responding field of scalars). Yet if A is a finite dimensional vector space then (*) 
does commute and hence it commutes in the SMC category of finite dimensional 
vector spaces. 
The well known Kelly-Mac Lane coherence theorem [3] gives a strong sufficient 
condition of commutativity of the diagram of allowable natural transformations in 
all SMC categories. 
In [6] Voreadou obtained a description of non-commutative diagrams in $. We 
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are interested in another question: what are the conditions on the SMC category 1/ 
such that all the diagrams of allowable natural transformations in I/ are commuta- 
tive. (If a diagram does not commute in .!F it may nevertheless be commutative 
in some SMC categories which are not free.) 
It will be shown that the commutativity of (*) together with one more special con- 
dition (not concerning diagrams) are necessary and sufficient for the commutativity 
of all the diagrams of allowable natural transformations (with the same graph) in 
k’. The commutativity of (*) is equivalent (as we will see) to the condition that 
+A,lllc) : LA4 + [[[A,Z],Z],Z] is an isomorphism (for all A). It will be shown 
also that if Ic(eA,c) :A + [[A,Z],Z] is an isomorphism, then all the diagrams of 
allowable natural transformations in I/are commutative. This condition is sufficient 
but not necessary. 
Note that if the objects of I/ are vector spaces, [A,Z] is the adjoint space of A. 
We use largely in our proof the results of [6] and some ideas of proof theory, 
especially the method of decreasing a formula’s depth by introducing additional 
variables. 
The method plays a central role in this proof and quite probably may be useful 
in other situations. Its basic idea may be illustrated as follows. Let A(B) be a propo- 
sitional formula. Here B is a subformula of A. Let us take a sequent A(B) + C. 
Then A(B) + C is derivable iff A(p) & (B=p) * C is derivable (p is a new variable). 
Actually, the sequent A(p) & (B=p) 4 A(B) is derivable, and from any derivation 
of A(B) + C we may obtain by the following cut 
A(p)&(B=p)-A(B) A(B)-+C 
A(p)&(B=p)-* C 
the derivation of A(p)&(B=p) + C. Vice versa, if A(p)&(B=p) --t C is derivable 
then we may obtain a derivation of A(B) + C by substitution of B instead of p and 
elimination of (B= B) via cut (taking into account that the sequent + (B=B) is 
derivable). If all the occurrences of B have the same sign in A (i.e., all are positive 
or all negative) then B=p above may be replaced by B * p or p * B according to 
the sign. 
The correspondence between proof theory and category theory (cf. [4]) is that the 
connectives play the role of functors (in particular, the implication * plays the role 
of internal horn-functor and & the role of tensor, direct product etc). So the for- 
mulas play the role of composite functors and the derivations the role of natural 
transformations (for details see [4]). The transformations of derivations like that 
described above (transferred to categories), as it will be shown, not only preserve 
derivability (= existence of natural transformation) but also equivalence of deriva- 
tions (equality of natural transformations). Iterating these transformations we may 
reduce the problems concerning the equality of natural transformations (such as 
coherence problems, the problems of decidability) to the cases when the natural 
transformations of functors of very special form are considered (e.g. the codomain 
is the identity functor and in the domain every prime factor contains no more than 
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two occurrences of Horn). The method is applied in this work to SMC categories 
but it is also applicable to Cartesian closed, symmetric (non-monoidal) closed cate- 
gories, etc. 
The details for SMC categories may be found below. All unexplained terminology 
and notions are taken from [6]. 
1. Main results (algebraic form) 
Let us recall some necessary notions and give the formulations of the main results. 
In this section we follow in general [6]. All the differences are not essential. 
Let (KZ, 0, [, ],a, 6,~) be an SMC category. Here n, c are as above, a=aABc : 
(A@B)@C+A@(B@C), b=bA:A@z+A. We may define e=eAB=zml(ltA,B]), 
d=d,,=rc(l,OB):A~[B,AOB]. 
Allowable functors are exactly the functors which may be obtained from 
l,, : V-+ V, the constant functor I: I/+ I/ (Z(A) = ZeOb(V), Z(f) = II), bifunctors 
@ : V x V/-t V and [ , ] : Vop x I/+ V’ by composition; e.g., 
Allowable natural transformations are those which may be obtained from 
a,b,c,a~‘,b~’ by applications of 0, [,], n, 71-l and composition. (Note that the 
‘vertical’ composition, in particular, the composition with allowable functors, is 
also involved, so we may consider, e.g., btl,,Il: [l,,Z] @I- [l”,Z].) 
Allowable functors and allowable natural transformations form an SMC cate- 
gory, denoted by ALN(V). 
We use the generalised notion of natural transformation in the sense of [2]. A 
natural transformationfof multivariable functors consists of a family of arrows of 
V and a graph which indicates by linkages the pairs of those arguments in the 
domain and codomain off, which must always be equal in the components off, 
and with respect to which we have the naturality conditions. For example, the graph 
of e may be illustrated as 
[lv, lvlolv+lv 
I 
The details may be found in [3,6]. See also below. 
Note that in the graph of a natural transformation all the connected components 
are single linkages. We shall call the linked variables adjoint. 
The graph of the composition of two allowable natural transformations is deter- 
mined by the graphs of these transformations. 
Two natural transformations J g : F + G of allowable functors are equal iff (i) 
their graphs Z-f and Zg are equal; (ii) for any choice of arguments of the functors 
F, G in accordance with the graph Z” =Zg (i.e. with equal adjoint arguments), the 
corresponding components off and g are equal as morphisms of V. (We may write 
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it down as v(f( . ..) = g(. . .)), where %? binds all the arguments off, g.) 
Let kA denote the map z(eAIc) : A --f [[A, I], I]. Then 
k[A,I]: [AU -+ [[[A~l,~l,~l; 71(GkA)) : w, U,~l, 11 + LA 11. 
Now we may formulate the main theorems. 
Theorem 1. If, in the SMC category V, kA : A + [[A, Z], I] is an isomorphism for 
all A E Oh(V), then for every two allowable natural transformations A g: F-t G 
where Zf=Zg, B(f(...)=g(...)). 
Theorem 2. Let V be an SMC category. We have 8( f ( . . . ) = g( . . . )) for every two 
allowable natural transformationsf, g : F-+ G with the same graph iff the following 
two conditions are satisfied: 
(a) The diagram (*) commutes, i.e., for every A E Oh(V) the composition of 
and 
is equal to 1 : [[[A,Z],Z],Z] + [[[A,Z],Z],Z], k ,A,Il n((k,>) = 1 (it will be shown that 
(a) implies that kIA,tl is an isomorphism). 
(b) Zf h, h’ : F-+ G are allowable natural transformations with Zh = Zh’, then 
v(h(...[A,Z]...) = h’(...[A,Z]...)) =j v(h(...A...) = h’(...A...)) 
(here A denotes the arguments of an arbitrary adjoint pair). 
Let us consider the connection between these theorems. 
Proposition. The diagram (*) commutes iff k ,A,Il: [A,Z] + [[[A,Z],Z],Z] is an iso- 
morphism. 
Proof. The main result of Voreadou [6] (we give its formulation in Section 5) 
implies that there is only one allowable natural transformation [A,Z] @A -+ I. 
Because n is an isomorphism, there is only one allowable natural transformation 
[A,Z] + [A,Z]. So it is 1 : [A,Z] + [A,Z] and n((k,))k[,,,,=l. 
If (*) commutes then also klA,tln((kA)) = 1, so ktA,tl is an isomorphism. 
Let now kLA,tl be an isomorphism. Then there exists k,&, such that kLA,tl k&, = 
~~[[A,II,II,II. Hence r((kA)) = n((k,))(k,,,,,k~~~,,) = n((k.JkL,,t])k,;:t) = (by the 
calculation above) = k$,]. If 7c((kA)) = k&, then (*) commutes. 0 
Now we may show that the condition of Theorem 1 implies the conditions (a) and 
(b) of Theorem 2. 
If kA : A + [[A,Z],Z] is an isomorphism then obviously kLA,tl : [A,Z] + [[[A,Z],Z],Z] 
is an isomorphism and by the proposition (*) commutes, so we have (a). 
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As to (b), the implication 
~(f(...A...)=g(...A...)) =, a(f(...[A,Z]...)=g(...[A,Z]...)) 
is true in every SMC category. Hence 
%‘(f...[A,Z]...) =g(...[A,Z]...)) 
* B(f(...[[A,Z],Z]...) =g(... [[A,Z],Z]...)). 
Fromf(...[[A,Z],Z]...),g(...[[A,Z],Z]...)wemayreturntof(...A...),g(...A...) 
via composition with expanded instances of the isomorphism kA and its inverse 
k;‘. E.g., if f(...A...),g(...A...):F(...A...)+G(...A...) and A is covariant 
then 
and 
f(...[[A,Z],Z]...),g(...[[A,Z],Z]...):F(...[~A,Z],Z]...) 
-G(...[[A,Z],Z]...) 
G(...k,-‘...)f(...[[A,Z],Z]...)F(...k,...) =_/-(...A...) 
and analogously for g. So we obtain 
v(f(...[[A,Z],Z] =g(...[[A,Z],Z]...)) * p(f(...A...)=g(...A...)) 
and as a result 
v(f(... [A,Z] . ..) =g(...[A,Z]...)) 3 p(f(...A...) =&...A...)) 
((b) of Theorem 2). 
It will be shown that (a) and (b) do not imply the condition of Theorem 1. So 
Theorem 2 implies Theorem 1 but not vice versa. 
Condition (b) of Theorem 2 allows us to use (a) instead of the stronger condition 
of Theorem 1. 
2. ‘Syntactical’ form of Theorem 2 
At the end of this section we shall give to Theorem 2 a ‘syntactical’ form. It will 
allow us to use proof-theoretical methods. 
We shall describe the category 9 of shapes and abstract allowable natural trans- 
formations. As above, we follow in general [6]. 
Shapes are defined inductively. The symbols 1 and Zare shapes. If A, B are shapes 
then (A @B), [A, B] are shapes. 
The l’s that appear in the shape are called variables (they are considered as dif- 
ferent by the order in which they appear in the shape); the Z’s are called constants. 
If an SMC category I/ is given then every shape A defines an allowable functor 
IA I,, (variables and constants are replaced by lv and the constant functor Z,, 
respectively, and 0, [, ] are understood as functors on V). E.g., I(1 @ 1)) = 1 v @ 1 v. 
Variables in A are called co- and contravariant according to the variance of the cor- 
responding arguments of IA ) “. 
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Any expression of the form A --f B where A,B are shapes will be called a type. 
A graph 5 of the type A + B (we also write r : A -B and A L B) is an involu- 
tion on the disjoint union of the sets of variables of A and B and is illustrated by 
linkages between corresponding variables. Its main properties are that: (i) no 
variable is linked with itself; (ii) mates that are both variables in the same shape A 
or B are of opposite variances; (iii) if a variable in A is linked with a variable in 
B, these two variables are of the same variance. 
If we have the graphs 5: A --t B and r] : C +D then t@q:A@C-+B@D and 
[c, a] : [B, C] --t [A, D] are merely unions of 5 and 1;1 (via inclusions of corresponding 
sets of variables). If we have 5 : A --f B and v : B + C then we may define the compo- 
sition of graphs ~5 : A -+ C as follows. Let us consider the disjoint union of the 
variables, occurring in A, B, C and the graph 4 U q (union of { and 0, considered as 
the graphs with this set of vertices). Let us take the transitive closure r U q of r U 17 
(it shows which variables must be ‘identified’ when we compose the natural trans- 
formations with corresponding graphs). Two variables occurring in the disjoint 
union of variables occurring in A and C are linked in ~5 iff they are linked in < U ye. 
It is easily checked that the so defined qc has all the properties needed for the graph 
of the type A + C; it is called the composition of graphs 5 and q (cf. [2]). 
As above, the linked variables (the graph being fixed) will be called adjoints. 
The class of formal arrows between shapes may be defined in the following way. 
They will be the triads of the form f: A -+ B where A, B are shapes and f is an ex- 
pression. 
Every such expression will determine its graph t: : A + B. 
For any shapes A, B, C 
aABc:(AOB)OC-AO(BOC), a&:A@(B@C)+(A@B)@C, 
b,:A@I+A, &‘:A--tA@I, 
cAB:A@B-‘B@A, l,:A-+A. 
are formal arrows between shapes. (We will often omit the shape subscripts in the 
names of these arrows, as being clear from the context.) 
The graphs of these arrows are defined in the obvious way. 
Now the whole class of formal arrows may be defined inductively. If f: A + B, 
g:C-tD are formal arrows then f@g:A@C-tB@D, [f,g]:[B,C]+[A,D] are 
formal arrows. If f: A @B -+ C is a formal arrow then nABc(f) : A + [B, C] is a 
formal arrow. If f: A + [B, C] is a formal arrow then so is n,&(f) : A 0 B -+ C. If 
f: A --) B, g : B -+ C are formal arrows then their composite (gf) : A 4 C is a formal 
arrow. In all these cases the resulting graph is determined by the graph of J g. 
We shall obtain a SMC category @ of shapes and abstract allowable natural 
transformations by introducing additional conditions which will establish: 
(i) the naturality of the arrows; 
(ii) the functoriality of @ and [ ,]; 
(iii) the axioms of structure of an SMC category (e.g., cc= 1). 
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These additional conditions may be written down in the form of equalities be- 
tween formal arrows. 
Let v/ be the smallest equivalence relation on the class of formal arrows generated 
by the equalities establishing exactly (i)-(iii) and compatible with 0, [, 1, 71 and the 
composition of formal arrows. Let u be the class of formal arrows. The objects of 
9 are shapes, the arrows are the elements of u/t,u (i.e., the equivalence classes of 
formal arrows). The arrows of .!9 are called abstract allowable natural transforma- 
tions between shapes. 
9 is a free SMC category with one generator (the shape 1) [6]. As usual, we shall 
write f =g instead of fu/g. 
We now formulate some results concerning .P which will be used below. 
(1) The Kelly-Mac Lane coherence theorem [3]. 
Let J g : A -+ B be allowable natural transformations with rf = rg. If A, B do not 
contain subshapes of the form [C, D] with D constant and C non-constant thenf= g. 
(2) Coherence of centrals. 
As usual, central arrows in @ are the arrows which may be obtained from 
a, a-‘, 6, b-l, c, 1 by applications of @ and composition (n, Al-’ are not involved). If 
f, g : A + B are central arrows with rf = rg then f = g (cf. [3]). 
(3) Cut-elimination property [3,6]. 
For every f: A --f B in 9 at least one of the following is true: 
(i) f is central; 
(ii) f is of the form 
X 
T-A@B- h@Jg C@DLS 
with x, y central, g, h non-trivial and allowable, 
(iii) f is of the form 
T* [B,C] x S 
with x central and g allowable, 
(iv) f is of the form 
x 
T- ([B,C]@A)@D 0 C@D g S 
with x central and g, h allowable. 
The cut-elimination property allows to use inductive arguments based on the 
rank off. 
The rank is defined (cf. [3]) by the following rules. For shapes: r(1) = 1, r(Z) = 0, 
r(S@T)=r(S)+r(T), r([S,T])=r(S)+r(T)+l. For types: r(S+T)=r(S)+r(T). 
For arrows: r(f: S + T) = r(S+ T). An arrow is called trivial if its rank is zero. It 
is clear that, in (ii)- above, each of g, h has rank smaller than the rank off. 
As in [3], we say that an arrow f is of the form 8, TC, or ( > if f satisfies (ii), (iii) 
or (iv) of the above cut-elimination property. 
Let f: A --t B be a formal arrow with graph rf. Let C be a shape and p,, . . . , p,, 
be a list of pairs of adjoint variables (with respect to rf). By &, ,,,,,{C} we shall 
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denote the formal arrow obtained by replacement of corresponding adjoint variables 
in A,B by C, replacement of every linkage with label pi by the ‘pack’ of linkages 
----- ----- 
c i c 
and the change of subscripts in f defined recursively in the following way. 
If f is a, a-‘, b, b-l, c, 1 th en we replace the adjoint variables in the subscripts in 
the obvious way. 
This is easily done also for f=g@h, f= [g,h], f= n(h), f =n-l(h), because the 
variables in the types of g, h may be directly identified with the variables in the type 
off. It would be sufficient (taking into account the cut-elimination property), but 
it is not very difficult to define it in the case of composition. If f is of the form 
A A B L C then to every pair pi of adjoint variables in A -+ C corresponds to 
a path in TgU Th. The linkages of that path define the lists of adjoint pairs: 
i q,, . . . , qi, and r;, . . . , r/, in rg and Th, respectively. Let ql, . . . , qm be the union of 
all the lists qi(m=m,+...) and ri,..., r, the union of all the lists r’(l=l, + . ..). Let 
g’=g,,,.4 {C> and A’=4 ,,._., {C>. Now& ,,..., P,{C> =h’g’. 
Example. Let us consider the composite ei, : 10 [l, l] + 1 (recall that e,, = 
r$,ll,n(l,,,,,) : 11, 110 1 + 1). Let us denote by p-, q-,r ,s-, t ,p’, . . . , t+ the vari- 
ables and their adjoints in the types of the morphisms under consideration (it does 
not matter here which will be denoted by letters with ‘+‘, and which with ‘-‘). We 
obtain p-0 [q+, r-1 + [q-, r+] @p+ (for c) and [s+, t-1 @se + t+ (for eri). In 
TeUTctherearethepathsp-p’=s-s’=q~-qfandr--ri=t~-ti.So,inthe 
type of composite e,lclll, ll, p- and q+ are adjoints. Let us denote this pair of 
adjoints by @, and by p,s, r the pairs p ,p’, . . . , r-, r’. Now 
The operation, described above, will be called substitution. 
The axioms of an SMC category remain valid when we make substitutions, so if 
f, g : A + B are abstract allowable natural transformations with the same graph then 
f=g implies fP, _.., Pn{C> =gP, . . . . P,{Cl. 
If V is a SMC category and’ALN(V) the SMC category of allowable functors and 
allowable natural transformations (with respect to V) then there is the unique strict 
closed functor Fv : g-t ALN(V) which sends the shape 1 to the functor l,, every 
shape A to the functor IA Iv and every formal arrow to the allowable natural trans- 
formation, represented by the corresponding combination of a, a-l, b, b-l, c, 1 taken 
from the structure of V (it is clear that the formal arrows which are equal in @ are 
sent to equal natural transformations). 
Let us define the relation -” on abstract allowable natural transformations by 
the condition: f -” g ej a(F,(f)(...)=F,(g)(...)). Here f,g:A +B are supposed 
to be allowable natural transformations with the same graph, the expression 
q(F,(f)( . ..) = F,(g)( . . .)) at the right-hand side is merely the equality of natural 
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transformation from ALN(V) (the arguments of components are identified in 
accordance with the graph Z’f = Zg). Obviously, -V is an equivalence relation. The 
category .%/-” (it has the same objects as @ and the equivalence classes of arrows 
of 5r with respect to -” as morphisms) is an SMC category (not free). 
It was shown that the conditions of Theorem 2 follow from the condition of 
Theorem 1. Hence Theorem 2 implies Theorem 1. What has been said in this section 
makes it clear that Theorem 2 is equivalent to the following theorem. 
Theorem 2’. Let V be a SMC category. Then f -” g for all abstract allowable 
natural transformations f, g : A --+ B with rf = rg iff the following two conditions 
hold: 
GO k~~,~]~c((kJ) -V 1, 
(b) if h, h’ : C + D are abstract allowable natural transformations with Th = Th’, 
then, for any adjoint pair p, 
h,{LA) -v h;WJlI * h-vh’. 
Note 1. Here it may be easily shown that the conditions (a), (b) of Theorem 2 do 
not imply the conditions of Theorem 1. There exists a relation - such that the condi- 
tions (a) and (b) of Theorem 2’ are satisfied (e.g., f-g for all f; g : A -+ B with the 
same graph). It is easily seen that the conditions of Theorem 2 are true for .?F/-. 
Nevertheless, k, : 1 + [[l,Z],Z] does not have an inverse arrow at all, because there 
is no arrow of the type [[l,Z],Z] + 1 in .!E 
3. Proof’s plan 
Let us begin the proof. 
We consider below only SMC categories of the form @/-v and we shall say 
‘allowable natural transformations’ instead of ‘abstract allowable natural transfor- 
mations’. We shall write - instead of -v. 
The proof of necessity is trivial. Let f = g for all allowable natural transformations 
with T’f = rg. It implies k,,,,l n((k,)) - 1, hence (a) is true; (b) is true because the 
conclusion of the implication, h -h’ is. 
The main part of the proof of Theorem 2’ is the proof of sufficiency. It is very 
technical. To make it more understandable we give here the plan. 
(i) Using the idea of decreasing a formula’s depth (taken from mathematical 
logic where one considers the decreasing of implicative depth of propositional 
formulas, preserving deducibility) we show that in the proof of sufficiency we may 
consider without loss of generality only the arrows J; g : A + B with very special A 
and B (such that B contains no more than one occurrence of @ and [, 1, and every 
prime factor of A contains no more than two occurrences of these symbols.) These 
arrows are called 2-arrows. 
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(ii) Using the results of [6] we investigate the properties of 2-arrows fi g : A ---* B 
where f + g and f, g have minimal rank. 
(iii) We show that if there are minimal pairs then there is a pair f, g : A + B such 
that B=Zand A contains a prime factor [[l,Z],Z] or [[l, l],Z]. From this, using (a) 
and (b), we obtain a contradiction with minimality. It implies that there are no 
minimal pairs and hence that f-g for all pairs J; g : A --f B with rf = l-g. 
4. Reduction to 2-arrows 
In this section we show that it is sufficient to consider 2-arrows. 
Lemma 1. Let h, h’: A + B be allowable natural transformations with the same 
graph. Let p be a pair of adjoint variables (with respect o I-h = Th’). Then for any 
shape C, 
h-h’ * h,(C) - h;{C}. 
Proof. The graphs T(h,{C}) and T(h;{C}) b o viously coincide. The components 
of ZVh,{C)), Z%(h;,{C}) 1 a so coincide with certain components of F,,(h) and 
F&h’); the equality of components of F,(h) and F,(h’) implies the equality of cor- 
responding components of F,(h,{C}), F,(hA{C}). By definition of the relation -, 
we obtain h,(C) -h;(C). 0 
Lemma 2. Let f: A -+ B, g : B + C be some arrows such that the variables of an 
adjoint pair p (with respect to rf or to rg) occur only in A (or only in C). Then: 
(i) in the graph rf UTg the connected component, containing p, contains no 
other vertices; 
(ii) for any D, (gf),W -gf,PI ((gf),PI -g,P)f, respectively). 
Proof. Here (i) follows from the fact that rf (Z-g) corresponds to an involution on 
the set of variables of A + B (of B + C); (ii) follows from the definition of substitu- 
tion and from (i). 0 
Lemma 3. There exists a unique allowable natural transformation h, : a + [[a, p], p] 
and a unique allowable natural transformation go : [[q, q], a] ---* a (p, q, a are vari- 
ables). They are compatible and goho - 1,. 
Proof. The existence is easily checked. E.g., 
go = e((l,O~(b,c~,))b;‘), he = r&Pc,l,,Pl). 
The compatibility is obvious. The type of their composition is a+a. The equality 
goho = 1, (and of course goho- 1,) and the uniqueness of go, ho follows from the 
Kelly-Mac Lane coherence theorem. 0 
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Let us denote by h&l),g&l) the arrows (h&{A},(g,),(A}. (A is any shape.) 
MA) :A + [[APl,Pl, go(A): bA41,Al +A. 
By h,*(A),g,*(A) we shall denote the allowable natural transformations obtained 
from h,(A), go(A) by substitution of A for p and q respectively: 
h,*(A) :A -+ [HALAl, go*(A): [M,Al,Al +A. 
Lemma 4. g,*(A)@(A)- 1,. 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 1. 0 
Lemma 5. For every two allowable natural transformations f,, f2 : A + B, 
fi -fi H ho(B)f, - ho(B)f,. 
Proof. Obviously, fi - f2 * h,(B)f,. Let h,(B)f, - h,(B)f,. By Lemma 1, 
(ho(B)f,),lBI -(h~Wfi>,{Bl. BY Lemma 2, (~o(B)J;),{B) - (%(B))A O= L2). 
So we have (using Lemma 4) 
ho(B)f, - hoWf2 * h,*Wf, - GWf2 
* go*VW,*(B)f,) - g,*(BW,*(B)f,) 
* (d(B)~i%V)f, - k;@)@(B))f, 
* k;(B)%(B))f, - (d(B)h?(BNf, 
* 1Bfi - lk3.h * fi -f2. q 
Lemma 6. For every two allowable natural transformations f,, fi : A + B there are 
allowable natural transformations f{, f; : A 0 [B, p] +p such that fi - f2 @ f,‘- f;. 
Proof. Note that h,(B)f, has the type A --t [[B,p],p]. We may take A’= 
zP’(ho(B)J) : A@ [B,p] +p (i= 1,2). By Lemma 5 and because 7~’ is an isomor- 
phism (not only in ,F but also in .%I-), fi -f2 es f{- f;. 0 
Lemma 7. There exist unique allowable natural transformations 
h, : [P, 610 Ia, PI + [a, bl h: [b,pOclO [p, al -, [b,aOcl; 
h,:[b,cOp10[p,al~[b,cOal; h: [b, [a, cl1 0 hpl -+ [b, [a, ~11; 
k : [b, k, ~110 [I?, al -+ [b, k, all; h6:[bOp,clO[a,pl~[bOa,cl; 
h7:[pOb,clO[a,pl~taOb,cl; hs : [[b, PI, cl 0 [a, PI --f [[b, al, cl; 
4 : HP, bl, cl 0 [P, al -+ [Ia, bl, cl 
and g,, . . . , gg of the types B; -+ Bj 0 [q, q] where B, = [a, b], B, = [b, a@ c], . . . , 
4 = [[a, b], C] (i.e., Bi is the right side of the type Of hi) such that h, and gi are com- 
patible and h,g, - la, (i= 1, . . . . 9). 
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Proof. Analogous to the proof of Lemma 3. 0 
Let us denote by Ai the shape at the left side of the arrow in the type of hi, e.g., 
A i = [P, bl0 [a, PI, A2 = Lb, P 0 cl 0 [P, al and so on. 
Let A,& C be any shapes. By &(A,& C), gi(A,B, C), A,(A,B, C), B,(A,B, C) we 
shall denote (k)a,b,c{A,B, C}, (s;),,b,c{A,B, C>, (A;&,b,c{A,B, C>, (Bi)a,b,c{A,& C>, 
respectively (i = 1, . . . , g). If i= 1 then the third argument is in fact a ‘dummy’. 
~,(A,B,C):[P,BIO[A,PI~[A,BI, 
gl(A,B,C):[A,Bl-*tA,BlO[q,ql, 
and so on. 
hj(A,Bp C) :Ai(A,B, C) + B,(A, B,C), 
g;(A,B, C) : B;(A,B, C) + B;(A, B, C) 0 [q,ql. 
Let us call the depth of the shape D the number of occurrences of 0 and [ , ] in 
D. By its prime depth we shall mean the maximal depth of its prime factors. We 
shall denote depth and prime depth by d(D) and dp(D) respectively. 
Let D be a prime shape and d(D) > 2. Let us consider the structure of D in more 
detail. It is easily seen that there are only the following possibilities. (In (l)-(9) 
below A, B, C are shapes with d(A) 2 1.) 
(1) D = [A,B], d(B) 2 1; 
(2) D= [B,A@C]; (3) D = [B, CBA]; 
(4) D = [B, [A, Cll; (5) D = t& [GAlI; 
(6) D = [B@A,C]; (7) D = [A@B,C]; 
(8) D = [[B,Al, Cl; (9) D = [IA, Bl, Cl. 
Note that if D has the form considered in (i) then D = B,(A, B, C) (15 is 9). In 
this case A,(A, B, C) has the form 
(1) tp,BlO [API; (2) [B,POCIO[P,AI; 
(3) [B, COPI 0 [P,AI; (4) tB, [P, Cl1 0 tApI; 
(5) IBy [GPII 0 [P,AI; (6) [BOP, Cl 0 [A PI; 
(7) [POB,CIO[API; (8) W, PI, Cl 0 [A, PI; 
(9) [[P,BI, Cl 0 [P,AI. 
Lemma 8. For every prime shape D such that d(D) = dp(D) > 2 there are an index 
i (1 I is 9) and shapes A, B, C such that D = B,(A, B, C) and dp(Ai(A, B, C)) < 
MD). 
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Proof. There is an i (15 is 9) such that D = &(A, B, C) and d(A) 2 1 (and also 
d(B)? 1 if i= 1). Then it is easily checked that dp(A;(A, B, C))< dp(B;(A, B, C)) = 
MD). 0 
Let us denote by hT(A, B, C), gf(A, B, C), A)(A, B, C), BF(A, B, C) the allowable 
natural transformations and shapes obtained from hi (A, B, C), . . . , B,(A, B, C) by 
substitution of A for the variables p, a (p in Ai and hi, q in Bi and gi). 
It is easily seen that Ar(A, B, C) = B,(A, B, C) @ [A,A] (i= 1, . . . ,9). Hence 
hT(A,B,C):Bi(A,ByC)@[A,A]*B;(A,B,C), 
g*(A,B,C):B;(A,B,C)~B,(A,B,C)O[A,Al. 
Lemma 9. hl*(A,B,C)giY(A,B,C)-l,,(,,,,.). 
Proof. By Lemma 1 and Lemma 7. 0 
Lemma 10. Let f,, f2 : S -+ T be allowable natural transformations and let one of 
the prime factors of S have the form D = Bi (A, B, C) for some shapes A, B, C and 
some i (15 ic 9). Let h be the expanded instance of hi(A, B, C) : A;(A, B, C) --t 
Bi (A, B, C) such that the compositeJ h (j = 1,2) is defined. Then f, - fi H f, h - f2 h. 
Proof. Analogous to the proof of Lemma 5. 
Lemma 11. Let f,, fi : S + T be allowable natural transformations. Then there exist 
allowable natural transformations f,‘, f; : S’ --f T such that dp(S’)<2 and f, -f2 e 
fi'- f;. 
Proof. With induction on dp(S). 
Base. dp(S) 5 2 (trivial case). 
Inductive step. If dp(A)> 2, then there are prime factors Dt, . . . , D, with 
dp(D,) = kj > 2 (15 j 5 n). By Lemma 8 for every Dj there are a number i (15 i 5 9) 
and shapes A, B, C such that Dj = Bi (A, B, C) and dp(Ai (A, B, C)) <dp(B; (A, B, C)) = 
dp(Dj). Now we may consider the composites of fi, f2 with appropriate expanded 
instances of hi(A,B, C). Composing fi,f2 with these instances for every j (the 
order is not essential because the Dj are different prime factors) we obtain some 
J;,Jz : S-+ TwhereJ, -_& o fi -fi (by Lemma 10) and dp(S)<dp(S). Now we may 
apply the inductive hypothesis. 0 
Lemma 12. Let f,, fi : S + T be allowable natural transformations. Then there are 
allowable natural transformations fi: fi : S’ + b where b is variable, dp(S’)s2 and 
f, -f2 @ fi’-f;. 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 6 and Lemma 11. 0 
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5. Using Voreadou’s results 
In the type S -+ T let the shape T be of the form a, [a, b] or a @ b and the prime 
factors of S be of the form a, [a, b], [[a, b], c], [a @ b, c], [a, b 0 c], [a, [b, c]] where 
a, 6, c are variables or I. Then we shall say that S + T is a 2-type. We shall also call 
a 2-type every type S’+ T’ such that there are central arrows S -+ S’ and T’-+ T 
where S--f T is a 2-type in the sense defined above. The allowable natural transfor- 
mations f: S + T where S -+ T is a 2-type will be called 2-arrows. 
Note 2. By Lemma 12 for every pair of arrows fi, fi there are 2-arrows f{, f; such 
that fi -f2 b f{-f;. 
Let us denote by $7 the class of pairs of 2-arrows with the same graphs. We shall 
investigate the properties of the intersections % fl 59 and 9& fl .%‘, where GV is the 
class of pairs of arrows fi, f2 : S + T with the same graph such that fi #fi and wO 
generates ?.V (see [6]). 
We shall see that SV fl %’ is contained in the subclass of %+ generated by ?.VO n 55’ 
(in the same way as in [6]). 
Let us recall the definitions of ?N and 9$. we is the class of those pairs of 
allowable natural transformations (f,, f2) which satisfy the following conditions: 
f,, f2 have the same domain, the same codomain and the same graph and they can 
be written in the form ( > in two ways as 
with x,x’ central, hr, h,, gl, g2 allowable and with 
(1) 55’ and 93’ non-constant, 
(2) Th, and l-h2 not of the form g(< f > @ 1) y, 
(3) [B, C] associated with a prime factor of A’ via x,x-‘, 
(4) [B’, C’] associated with a prime factor of A via x(x’)-‘, 
and neither fi nor f2 can be written in any of the forms ‘central’, 0 or 71.’ 
9V is the smallest class of pairs of allowable natural transformations satisfying: 
(Wl) wO is contained in the class; 
(W2) if (fi, f2: T+S) is in the class and U: T’+ T, u: S+S’ are central, then 
(ofi u, vf2u : T’+ S’) is in the class; 
(W3) if at least one of (f,, f,‘: A + C) and (f2, fj’: B + D), is in the class and 
A =f;’ in case (A,$) is not in the class, then ( fi 0 fi, f{ @ fi : A @B -+ C@ D) is in 
the class; 
(W4) if (fi, f2 : A 0 B + C) is in the class, then so is (rr(fi), n(&> : A --+ [B, Cl); 
’ Using appropriate centrals, we may suppose that A =A I 0 [B’, C’] and A’= A2 0 [B, C]. 
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(~5) if at least one of (fi,&‘:A +B) and (j&f;: COD+E) is in the class and 
J =A’ in case (A,$) is not in the class, then 
(f2((fi)Ol),~((fi’)01):([B,ClOA)ODjE) 
is in the class. 
Note 3. In (W3)-(W5) it is sufficient (the class does not change) to consider only 
the cases when all arrows f;,J‘ are non-trivial (because, if one of them is trivial 
(W2) is applicable). 
In [2] it was shown that fi ff2 (where fi,fi : A + B and rfl= rfz) iff (fi,fd E W 
Hence if fi +f2 then (fi,fi) E W. 
Lemma 13. Let (f, g) E $V n 93 and (f, g) be represented in one of the forms con- 
sidered in (W2)-(W5) above. In that representation a pair (f,, fi> (in cases (W2) 
and (W4)) is, or the pairs (fi,fi’), (fz,f;) ( in cases (W3) and (WS) are, involved. 
In all these cases at least one of the pairs involved belongs to W fl33. 
Proof. It is easily checked that if the type off and g is 2-type and has one of the 
forms considered in (W2)-(WS) then the types of (fi, f2), (f,, f,‘), (f2, f;) are neces- 
sarily 2-types because, E, C@D and A satisfy the definition of 2-type automatically 
and it is easily seen from consideration of possible forms of [B, C], that B is a, [a, b] 
or a @ 6, and hence it also satisfies the definition. The pair (f,, f2) and at least one 
of (fiTflY E 9% 0 
Lemma 14. Zf x : A -+ B is central then r(A) = r(B). q 
Let us call the type A + B pure if in A, B there is no subshapes of the form COD, 
D@ C or [C,D] with C constant. 
If S--t T is a type then there are the isomorphisms x1 : S’+ S, x2 : T-t T’ such that 
S’--+ T’ is pure. 
Let us say that 2-type S- T is --minimal if it is pure, there are arrows f,, f2 : S-r T 
with rf, =rf2 such that f, +f2, but for all 2-types S’+T’, where r(S’-+T’)< 
r(S-+ T) and arrows f,‘, f;: S- T’ with yf;=rf;, f,’ is --equivalent to fi, f{-fi. 
The pair of arrows (f,,f2) will be called --minimal too. 
We shall show that it follows from the conditions of the theorem that there are 
no --minimal 2-types and pairs of arrows. (And hence all the arrows of the same 
type and with the same graph are --equivalent.) 
Now we shall investigate the structure of --minimal types and pairs (here we do 
not suppose that (a) and (b) are satisfied). 
Lemma 15. If (f, g) is a --minimal pair then (J g) E Wb fl.35’. 
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Proof. f + g implies f #g. Hence (f, g) E 9& n 55’. If (f, g) $ w0 then there are cen- 
trals U, u such that the pair (ufu, ugu) has one of the representations (W3)-(WS). It 
is easily checked (taking into account Note 3) that in this case the rank of the arrows 
f,, f{, f2, f; considered in (W3)-(W5) is less that the rank off and g. This contra- 
dicts the hypothesis that (f,g) is a --minimal pair. 0 
If (fi, f2) is a minimal pair then it belongs to 9&e fl %’ (Lemma 15) and hence 
fi,f2 have the following form: 
fi=s- ([B,C]@A’)@D = C@D g T, 
(a> 
j+SL ([B’,C’]@A’)@D’ (h’)01 C’@D’ g’ T, 
S--f T is pure 2-type; [Z?, C], [B’, C’] are its prime factors and hence B, B’ may be of 
the form p, q @p, [p, a] and C, C’ may be of the form d, [d, b] or d @ b. Here p, q 
are variables and b, a, d are variables or I. (We have used here that according to the 
definition of 9V0, B, B’ are not constant and that S + T is pure %-type.) 
It will be shown (Lemma 17) that in fact only one case is possible. 
Lemma 16. Zf f: S -+ T is an arrow, T is of the form a or a @ b (a, b are variables 
or Z) and one of the prime factors of S is of the form [C, D] with C non-constant, 
then f =g((h) @ 1)x for some g, h and central x. 
Proof. Obviously f cannot be central. f also cannot be of the type TC because the 
codomain of it would be of the form [E,F]. Hence f may be only of the type 0 
or ( ). Now we use induction on the number of prime factors of S which are not 
constant. 
Base. If there is only one prime factor in S, [C, D], then f cannot be represented 
in the form 0. 
Inductive step. Suppose 
f = S > E@F fiosl E’@F’ Y T. 
Because y is central and T is a or a@ b, E’, F’ are isomorphic (via centrals) to 
variables or I. Without loss of generality we may suppose that they are variables or 
I. 
Now [C, D] is a prime factor of E or F. Hence we may apply the inductive hypo- 
thesis off, or g,. Let us consider e.g., the first case. In this case fi is the composite 
f,=E> ([El,E2] @E,)@E, ““” 
n 
fl - E2@E4 F E’. 
But it implies that f also has such a representation. 
f=S- XI ([EI,E2]@E3)@(E4@F) (fi”ol - E,O(E,OF) 
a 
> (E2@E4)@F f;ogl E’@F’ Y T 
(with r(fi”O_vA as g). 0 
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Lemma 17. If (f,, f2 : S -+ I) rz WO is a --minimal pair then [B, C], [B’, C’] in (a) are 
of the form [[p, b], c] and [[p’, b’], c] respectively, where p, p’ are variables and 
b, c, b’, c’ are variables or I. 
Proof. (fi,f2:S-Z) is --minimal, so it belongs to %. According to the defini- 
tion of 54+c, h and h’ in (a) are not of the type ( >, and at the same time the domain 
of h : A + B contains [B’, C’] as a prime factor and the domain of h’: A’+ B’ con- 
tains as a prime factor [B, C]. Hence, by Lemma 16, B and B’cannot be of the form 
a or a @ a’ where a, a’ are variables or I. This implies (note that S + T is 2-type) that 
B, B’ are of the form [a, b] where a, b are variables or I. But a cannot be equal to 
Z because there would be the isomorphism z(b): b-t [a, b] and composing f,, fi 
with appropriate expanded instance of this isomorphism it would be possible to 
obtain a pair (fi’, f;) of lesser rank such that f,‘+f2). Now because S-t Z is 2-type 
the shapes C and C’ automatically are variables or I. 0 
6. Further reductions 
Let us consider the graph [: S, + S, where S, -+ S, is a type. All the variables 
occurring in Si --f S2 are considered as different in the order in which they appear 
in S, + &. Let Tl -+ T2 be some type built from some variables occurring in S, --t S,. 
(And, probably, constant I.) 
We shall say that Tl --t T2 is compatible with [ iff the restriction of the involution 
r to the set of variables of T, --f T2 also is an involution satisfying all the conditions 
needed for the graphs of allowable natural transformations (see above). 
Note 4. Clearly the relation of compatibility of type with the graph is transitive in 
the following sense. Let l: S, + S, be a graph and T, + T2 be compatible with r. 
Let <’ be the corresponding restriction of l. If R, + R, is compatible with 4’ then 
it is compatible with [. 
Let us return to the consideration of a --minimal pair (fi,f2) (see above). 
Let Sr be the tensor product of all prime factors of S excluding [B, C] and 
[B’, C’] (i.e., [[p, b], c] and [[p’, b’], c’]). (The order of factors is not essential. As 
above, all the variables are considered as different.) 
Let A0 be the tensor product of all common prime factors of A and A’; 
DO be the tensor product of all common prime factors of D and D’; 
El be the tensor product of all common prime factors of D and A’; 
E2 be the tensor product of all common prime factors of A and D’. 
It is easily seen that A,, DO, E,, E2 have no prime factors in common and: 
A is centrally isomorphic to (A0 @ E2) @ [[p’, b’], c’]; 
A’ is centrally isomorphic to (A, @ E,) @ [[p, b], c]; 
D is centrally isomorphic to E, @IlO; 
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D’ is centrally isomorphic to E2 @DO; 
S1 is centrally isomorphic to ((A, @ El) 0 E,) 0 DO. 
To make the following part of the proof more understandable, we shall omit some 
parentheses and obvious associativity isomorphisms. 
Without loss of generality we may suppose (if necessary, composing some arrows 
with centrals) that 
(P) 
- ~t~,~l,~lO~,O~,O~~~‘,~‘l,~‘lO~,O~, 
(h)@l g 
- c@E,@D, - T, 
f2 = s, 0 up, bl, cl 0 HP’, w, cl 
(h’)O 1 
b c’@E;@D, g T. 
Here 
h :A,@&@ ttp:W,c’l+ [p,bl, 
~‘:~,OE,O[b,~l,cl -b’,b’l. 
Lemma 18. Let us consider the graphs r = rf, = rf2, Th, Th’, rg, Tg’. Let us consider 
also the types 
(1) c@E, -‘I; (2) c’@E,+Z; (3) D, + 7’; 
(4) AjO [tP:b’l,Zl --f [Ptbl; 
(5) .4JOuP,~l,u+ tP’,w; 
(6) E,O[[~,bl,~l~[[~,~l,~l; 
(7) EzC3 HP’, Oc’l ---) [t~‘,b’l,4. 
Then (1) is compatible with Tg, (2) with rg’, (3) with rg and rg’, (4) with Th, (5) 
with Th’, (6) again with Tg, and (7) with Tg’. All these types are compatible with <. 
Proof. Of course, the graphs Tg,Tg’,I’h,Th’ are compatible with <, so the second 
statement follows from the first. Let us consider the types (l)-(3). rg and Tg’ 
being restrictions of 5 (as involutions), must coincide on DO+ T, because 
Tg:c@E,@D,+T and Tg’:c’@E,@D,-tT’. On the other hand, ct@E2+Z, 
c@ E, + I, DO--t T have no variables in common (by the definition of E,, E2, DO). 
Hence the mate of every variable in DO + T (for rg and Tg’) lies in DO -+ T and the 
mates of the variables in c’@ E2 + Z (for Tg’) and in CO El --t Z (for rg) are lying 
in these types. So, the restrictions of rg and Tg’ to these types are the involutions 
and they are compatible with corresponding graphs (including 0. Let us take the type 
(4), A,,@ [[p’, b’],Z] --f [p, b]. Consider also the type of h, A,@E,@ [[p’, b’],c’] + 
[p, b]. The restriction of Th (as involution) to the set of variables of E, and c’ 
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coincides with the restriction of 5 (because l-h itself is a restriction of [) and, as was 
shown, it is an involution. Th is itself an involution. Hence, its restriction to the set 
of variables of A, and p’, b’, p, b (as complemenent to the set of variables of E2 and 
c’) is also an involution. The cases (5)-(7) are treated similarily. 0 
Lemma 19. Let there exist an allowable natural transformation f : S, @ S, + i? Let 
the types S, 4 I and S, -+ T be compatible with the graph rf. Then there exist 
allowable natural transformations h, : S, -+ I and h, : S2 + T having as their graphs 
the restrictions of rf to S + I and S2 + T, and f = bc(hl 0 h2). 
Proof. By induction on the rank of S, @S, + T. 
Base. If r(S1 0 S, + T) =0, the lemma is trivial. As f and h,, h, we may take 
appropriate centrals. 
Inductive step. If r(S1 OS, --f T) > 0 we shall use the cut-elimination property. 
If f is central then S, is constant. (Every variable in S1 must be linked with a 
variable in S1 because of the conditions of the lemma, but every variable in S1 @ S2 
is linked with a variable in T because of centrality off. Hence there are no variables 
in S1 .) It is easy to see that there are two centrals h, : S1 + I and h2 : S2 -+ T with cor- 
responding graphs, and f = bc(h, 0 h2). 
Let f be of the form 
S,@& no IT,, T,l -L T. 
We may apply the inductive hypothesis to (S, 0 Sz) 0 T, + T2 (S, + Z and 
S2 @ Tl --f T2 satisfy the conditions of the lemma). If hi : S, + Z and hi : S, @ T, -+ T2 
are obtained we may take h, = hi, h2 =yz(h;). 
Let f be of the form 
Sl@S, 2 S, OS, a T, @ T, Y T 
(with x, y centrals and g,, g2 non-trivials). Let S1, be tensor product of the common 
prime factors of S, and S,, S12 be such a product for S1 and S2; similarily we define 
S22 and SzI. It is easily checked that the types S, + T,, S,, -+ I, S2, + T, and S2 --f T2, 
S,2 --f I, S,, + T2 respectively, satisfy the conditions of the lemma (we consider the 
graphs rg, : S, --f T,, rg2 : S2 + T2) and we may apply the inductive hypothesis (note 
that g,, g2 are not trivial). If the arrows h,, : S,, --t I, h22: S22+ T2, h21 :S2, + T,, 
h12 :S,, + I are obtained we may obtain h, and h2 by applications of @ and compo- 
sition with centrals. 
Let f be of the form 
where h, : S,, @ S,, -, E, h2 : F@ S12 0 S,, + T and S1,, S12, S2,, S2, are defined as 
above. 
If [E,F] is a prime factor of S, then S,, + E, S2, -+I, FO& +1, S22 -+ T are 
compatible with the graph rf: SI 0 S2 + T. If [E, F] is a prime factor of S, then 
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Szl + E, St, --f I, F@ Sz2 + T, St2 -+ Z are compatible with Zf. (It follows from the 
consideration of the possible positions of linked variables. We take into acount com- 
patibility of the types St --* Z and S2 + T with Zf.) 
The inductive hypothesis gives the existence of the allowable natural transforma- 
tions of the corresponding types (and graphs). The arrows of the types St --t Z and 
S2 + T may be built from them by applications of 0, ( > and composition. 0 
Lemma 20. In (j3) above, DO is empty. 
Proof. If DO is not empty, it is non-constant because the types under considera- 
tion are pure. According to Lemma 18, the types CO E, + I, DO + T and the 
arrow g : c @ E, @DO -, T satisfy the conditions of Lemma 19. (We could take here 
c’@ E, ---f Z and g’ instead of CO E, + Z and g.) By Lemma 19, g = bc(g, 0 gz) with 
g,:c@E,+Zandg,:D,--+T. But then 
.f, = g((h) 0 1,“)~ = bc(g, Og2)((h) 0 l,,)x. 
Hence, because the codomain of h is just CO E,, fi = bc(g,(h) 0 gz)x. We see that 
ft is of the form @ (g,(h) is non-trivial because h is non-trivial, and g2 is because 
DO is non-constant.) But (f,&> as a --minimal pair belongs to the class wO of 
Voreadou, soft cannot have the form 0. Hence DO is empty. 0 
Lemma 21. In (p), T=Z. 
Proof. We consider 2-types, hence there are the following possibilities: T= a, a 0 b 
or [a, b] where a, b are variables or I. The case T= [a, b] is impossible because fi,f2 
would be of the form n, but then (fi,f2) E Wc. If T= a or a@ b then it cannot con- 
tain variables because, by Lemma 18, DO + T is compatible with the graph [. But 
DO is empty so T must contain at least two variables of opposite variances. Also, 
T#Z@Z because our type is pure. Hence T= I. 0 
We see now that ft and f2 actually have the following form. 
h = S, 0 HP, bl, cl 0 HP’, b’l, ~‘1 
x 
- ~~p,bl,~lO~oO~2O~~p’,b’l,~‘lO~, 
(h)01 g 
- c@E, - I, 
fi = S, 0 HP, bl, cl 0 HP’, b’l, ~‘1 
X’ 
- ~tp’,b’l,~‘lO~oO~~O~~~,bl,~lO~2 
W)@l 
) c’@Ez 2 Z. 
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7. Ad absurdum 
Lemma 22. Let hl, h2 be arrows (with the same graph) of one of the types 
A,O~,O[[~:b’l,c’l~[p,bl, 
A,OE,O[[~,bl,cl-t[~‘,b’l, 
C@E,-,I, c’@E2+I. 
Then h, - hZ. 
Proof. The rank is r(h,) =r(h,)<r(S-+I). But (fi,f2) is a --minimal pair, hence 
h,-h,. 0 
Lemma 23. There exist allowable natural transformations fi : A, @ [[p’, b’], I] -+ 
[~,bbl and 4:Ao0 [[p,bl,Il --t [p’,b’l. 
Proof. Let us consider h : (A, 0 E,) 0 [[p’, b’], c’] + [p, b]. Because the type 
c’@ E2 + I is compatible with rf (and hence with Z-h) c’ is linked with a variable in 
E2 (if it is a variable at all). If c’ is a variable we may apply Lemma 19 to 
h,(l) : (AoO(E~,{O)O [[~:b’l,4 + [p,bl and the types A,@ Hp’,b’l,4 --t [p,bl 
and (E&(I) +I. We obtain in particular b, : A,@ [[p’, b’],I] -+ [p, b]. (If c’=Z we 
may apply Lemma 27 without substitution.) 1, : A,@ [[p, b],l] -+ [p’, b’] is ob- 
tained from h’: (A,@ E,) @I [[p, b], c] -+ [p’, b’] in a similar way. q 
(The graphs of I,, l2 in the previous lemma are the restrictions of r = rJ to the 
corresponding set of variables.) 
Let us define 
and 
13 = nkdl,, 0 qw&) : El 0 HP, bl, cl + HP, bl,Zl 
4 = ~(g’c(l,~Oe[,,,,,],,)) :&O UP’, b’l,c’l --t HP’, b’l,Il. 
Let also 
fi’ = A, 0 UP, bl, 110 RP: b’l, 11 = HP, bl, II 0 A, 0 [[p: b’], I] 
10 11 
* [[p,bl,~lO[p,bl A 1, 
A’ = A,@ [[p, bl, 4 0 Lip’, b’l, 11 3 [p’, b’l0 [[p’, b’l, I] 
c 
* W, WI,4 0 [p’, b’l e 1, 
where I,, I2 are the arrows from Lemma 23. 
Consider the following diagram (x,x’, x0, y, y’ are appropriate centrals). 
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$0 [b, bl, cl 0 w7 u, c’l 
ycr, oj\ 
[b,bl,cl O&,OE,O tb:b’l,~‘l BE, X0 t~~:~‘l,~‘lO~oO~~O~~~,~l,~lO~2 
(h)01 
A, 0 -6 0 HP, 61, cl 0 E2 0 [b: 6’1, ~‘1 
(3) I 10 13 0 14 (4) 
A,@ tLQ~l,~lo ttP:b’l,~l 
y/ \l 
[P: @I 0 [[a: 0 11 
W01 
The triangles (l), (2) are commutative due to coherence of centrals. The external 
hexagon commutes iff fr -fi. Let us show that (3) and (4) are commutative. (Then 
h-f2 e f,‘-f;.) Let us consider, e.g., (4). 
We see that, with c for commutativity, 
ecU2 0 l)(L, 0 13 0 14) Y’ 
=e(1012)c(lAo01301~)y’ 
= e(lO~2)(&0 l,4001dW 
= e(l,01)(1,,oII,:b’],e’10/2(1AoO/3))cY’. 
We may check that the instance of c here has the type 
A, 0 E, 0 HP, bl, cl 0 E2 0 HP: b’l, ~‘1 
-~2O~~~‘,~‘l,~‘lO~oO~2Ott~~~l~~l. 
Also, 1,(1@ I,) has the type A, @ El 0 [[p, 61, c] + [p’, b’] which coincides with the 
type of h’ (and, of course, has the same graph) and, by Lemma 22, 12(10 13) -h’. 
Note now that 1, = n(g’c(l,,@ erp,blC)) and, because e(rc(cp) @ 1) = v, for any 
(~,e(l~Ol)=g’c(l,,Oe,~,~]~). Hence 
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-g’c(l~,Oe[,b~~)(l~~~[[~:b~l,~~~O~)c~’ 
= g’c(lEzOe(lll,,,,,l,,lOh))cy’ = g’cU~,O(h))c_f 
= g’((h) 0 1EJCCY’. 
We have omitted the indexes of c’s because they are too long, but the left instance 
c is different from the right, and its type is 
E, 0 11~: 6’1, ~‘1 O&O4 0 HP, 61, cl 
-[[P:~‘I,c’IOA~OE,O[[P,~I,CIOE~. 
Its codomain coincides with the domain of y’, and by coherence of centrals, ccy’= 1. 
Hence (4) commutes. The proof for (3) is similar. 
So f,,fi ti f{-fi. But (fi,fi) is a minimal pair. The rank of (fi:f;) (if fi +fJ 
must coincide with the rank of (fi,f2) and this is possible only when E1,E2 are 
empty. So we may suppose that the type of the minimal pair has the form 
Let us consider the factor [[a’, b’], I]. If b’ is constant Z, i.e., this factor is of the 
form [[p’,Z],Z], we shall apply rc and compose the result with the isomorphism 
(in /-) 
k-l = rr(Or(ec))) : [[[P’, II, II, II + [P’, Il. 
We obtain the pair 
6-l jdfil), k-‘n(f;)) : (4O UP, bl, II+ [P: II) 
of lesser rank than (fi’, f;) and such that kp’n(f;) + k-‘n(f;). This contradicts the 
minimality of (f,‘, f;). 
If b’ is variable, we shall use the condition (b) of the theorem. 
Let us replace b’ (and its adjoint) by [&,I]. By the condition (b) of the theorem 
the arrows 
(X)b’{ ]@7 AI : (AJhJ’{ I@? II> 0 HP9 6194 0 UP: ix m 11 --* 1 
(i= 1,2) are not --equivalent. [p’, [6’, Z]] is isomorphic to [p’@ b’, I] hence 
[[[P’, [b’,Z]l,Z],Zl is isomorphic to [[[p’OZY,Z],Z],Z]. Let r denote an appropriate 
isomorphism. Applying rc, composing the result with r and k-l, and then applying 
n-l, we obtain the arrows f,“=rr-‘(k-‘r(rr(f,‘))), f;= np’(kmlr(n(f;))) of the type 
The rank of the pair (fi”, f;) is less than the rank of (fi: f;), f,‘+f; * f;‘+f;. Were 
the type of this pair a 2-type, the contradiction with minimality, as in the previous 
case, would be obtained. But (AO)b,{ [b’, I]} may contain a prime factor of the form 
not allowed in 2-types. So, a last effort is needed. 
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In the appendix we describe the arrows 
E = E,(,) : A(p) @p -+ A(Z) and 6 = aAtPj : A(Z) @p -A(p); 
E is defined when p is contravariant, and 6 when it is covariant in A. The following 
Iemma is proved. 
Lemma 24. Let f: B@ q -+ A(q) (q is covariant in A) or f: A(q) 0 q + C (q is con- 
travariant in A) be an arrow. Then there exists an fO such that 
f=~,(foO1)=BOq - " A(Z)@q s, A(q) 
(such that f=f&~~ = A(q) @ q 2 A(Z) --% C, respectively). 
Applying Lemma 24 (with b’ as q), we see that fi”=J;‘& where 
andA”:(A&{tZ,Zl} O[[~,bl,ZlOp’OZ+Z. 
f,‘+ fi a f,” +-f; - f/ + f:. The type of (f:, ff) is isomorphic to a 2-type and 
finally we may obtain a pair of 2-type and of lesser rank than (f;, f;). This contra- 
dicts the minimality of the pair (fi:fi). 0 
Appendix 
Let us define the arrows Ed : A(q) @ q--f A(Z) (when q is contravariant in A) 
and aAA(*) : A(Z) 0 q + A(q) (when q is covariant) by recursion in the following way. 
Here A(Z)=A,{Z). We use recursion on the process of the construction of A. 
If A = q (so, q is covariant in A) then Sq= b4c14 : Z@ q -+ q. 
If A #q then A may be of the form [A,(q),A,], [A1,A2(q)] or is centrally iso- 
morphic to A, @A,(q) with A,(q) prime; in these cases q may be co- or con- 
travariant. Below x,y will denote appropriate centrals. 
(I) A = [Al(q),A2] and q is contravariant in A (and covariant in A,). 
We take the following composite arrow 
CA = ([A,(q)J210q)OAt(Z) 2 [A,(q),A,IO(A,(Z)Oq) 
@A,) 
- A,. 
Now CA = rc(&J = rr(e(1 @6A,)x). 
(2) A is the same but p is covariant in A (and contravariant in A,). 
S,- = ([A,(Z),AzlOq)OA,(q) 2 [A,(Z),A~I@WI(~)O~) xA2. 
Now ~3, = rc(di) = n(e(l@ E~,)x), as above. 
(3) A = [AI,A2(q)] and q is contravariant in A (and in A,). 
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E,i = (W,,A,(q)lOq)OA x wl~~2(q)lO~l)Oq 
3 A2(q)@q 3 A2(0, 
E~ = 7c(.zJ = 7r(cA,(e@ 1)x). 
(4) A is the same, p is covariant in A (and in A2). 
Si = (M,,A,UN@q)OA, x ([A,,AAZ>l@Ad0q 
* A2(Z)@q SA, - A,(q), 
S, = n(6i) = 7r(aA,(e@ 1)x). 
(5) If A(q) is centrally isomorphic to A, @A2(q) then we take 
c,4 =A(q)Oq - X A,@(A,(q)@q) 2 A, @A,(Z) y A(Z), 
d, = A(Z)@q - x A,@(A,(Z)@q) s A, @AZ(q) A A(q). 
Note that due to coherence of centrals E and 6 do not depend on the choice of x,y. 
Proposition A.l. For every f (q) : A(q) + B(q) in which f does not change the prime 
factor of A containing q (in particular, if f is central) the following diagrams are 
commutative: 
A(q)Oq 2 A(Z) 
6, 
A(Z)Oq - A(q) 
(Zn the first diagram q is contravariant in A and B, while in the second it is covariant 
there.) 
Proof. If f is central the statement of the lemma follows immediately from the 
definition of E and 6 and the coherence of centrals. If f is not central then it may 
be represented in the form 
f(q) =A(q) x AIOAz(q) -@% B,OAz(q) 1 B(q). 
Here fO: A, --f B, does not depend on q, so fO(Z) =fO(q). Now, taking into account 
that in the case of a central f the lemma has been proved, the lemma follows from 
the fact that (lA, @E~J(~~@ 1) = (fO@ l)(l,, 0~~~). The proof for the case of 6 is 
similar. q 
Proposition A.2. Let q be prime factor of A(q) (so, q is covariant in A(q)). Then 
S, : A(Z) @ q --f A(q) is central. 
Proof. This follows from case (5) of the definition. 0 
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Proposition A.3. Let f(q) : B@ q + A(q) be central. 
fo=f(I)f-’ :B+A(I), i.e., 
Then f = dA(fO @ lq) where 
f= B@q = A(l)@q -% A(q). 
Proof. Obviously, q is a prime factor of A(q). By Proposition A.2, S, is central; 
Jo is also central, so we may use the coherence of centrals. 0 
Lemma 24. Let f: B @ q -+ A(q) (q is covariant in A) or f: A(q) 0 q --f C (q is con- 
travariant in A) be an arrow. Then there exists an f. such that 
f = a,(foOl) = BOq - “’ A(I)@q ” - A(q) 
(such that f = foEA = A(q) @ q a A(Z) % C, respectively). 
Proof. These two cases are proved simultaneously. To make the proof more under- 
standable we omit some parentheses and obvious centrals (taking into account the 
fact that E and 6 commute with centrals, as Proposition A.1 shows). 
We shall prove the lemma by induction on rank. Due to the cut-elimination 
property we may take as the base of induction the case when f(q) is central. That 
case has already been considered in Proposition A.3. 
For the inductive step we have three main cases to consider: 
f=Y(hOg)x; f= .vn(h); f = d(h) 0 1)x. 
As already stated, we may omit the centrals. 
(1) f = h @g : B@ q + A(q) (q is covariant in A(q)). 
For some shapes A;, Bi (i= 1,2), 
h:B,+A,, g:kOq+Az(q). 
The following diagram commutes 
hOg 
B,OB,Oq A A I @AA), 
hOglO 
! / 
1 O~A,=~,~,,A, 
A, OA,V)Oq 
where g = aAA2(gl @ 1) for some g, by inductive hypothesis and 1 OS,, = S,, OA2 (in 
fact up to some central). Therefore we may take h @g, as fo. 
The case f: A(q) @q + C is treated in an analogous way. 
(2) f = n(h). There=$e three cases. 
(2.1) f:A(q)Oq- [C,, C,] with q contravariant in A, where h : A(q) 0 q 0 
C, + C,. Here 
h =A(q)OqOC, 2 C,@A(q)@q L Cl. 
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By inductive hypothesis, h, =h 2 E ,,@A=MlOEA), h=h,c=h,(lOE,)c=h,c(E,Ol), 
z(h)= TC(~~C(E~ @ l))= n(h2c)aA (by naturality of n). So we havef= n(h2c)eA and 
may take f0 = rr(&c). 
(2.2) j-=B@qa [A1,A2(q)] with q covariant in AZ; h: B@q@A, +A,(q). 
Let h,=h(l@c):B@A,@q-+A,(q) (so h=h(l@c)(l@c)=h,(l@c)). By in- 
ductive hypothesis there exists h, such that h, = 6(h,@ 1); h, : BOA, -+A,(Z). The 
following diagram commutes: 
[A,,A,(OI @A, 04 
Actually, h, = aA,(h2 @ 1); e(n(h2) 0 1) = h2 for any h2, so (e@ l)(n(h,) @ 10 1) = 
h2 0 1; aA,(e 0 1) = Si by definition (we omit centrals). The commutativity of the 
last triangle follows from the commutativity of those which were considered above. 
Now, applying rc and using the naturality of rc we have 
= ~(&r,,~~,(lO c))(n(hz) 0 14) = S[/+,/&(M 0 LJ 
and we may take n(h2) to befa. 
(2.3) f=B@q 3 [A,(q), A,] with q contravariant in A,. This case is treated 
in a similar way to case (2.2) (with E instead of 6). 
(3) f=g((h) 0 1)~. 
(3.1) f=A(q)Oq~[B,,C1]OA,OD~CIOD~C, h:A,-Bl. 
Here there are the following possibilities. First, the covariant occurrence of q lies 
in D (it cannot lie in Cr because [B,, C,] is isomorphic via the central x to a 
separate prime factor of A(q)). Then its contravariant occurrence lies also in D or 
in Cr. Or the covariant occurrence of q lies in Al and its contravariant occurrence 
lies in B,. Other cases when both occurrences of q are lying in the domain off, are 
impossible, as follows from the consideration of the graphs off, g and h. 
(3.1.1) The contravariant occurrence of q lies in D or in Cr. Let us consider the 
more complicated case when it lies in Cr. We may suppose that 
f = [B,,C,(qNOA,OD,Oq = C,(q)OD,Oq -% C. 
Applying the inductive hypothesis to g we obtain g=gOccIoD1. 
Consider the following diagram: 
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Here the triangle (1) commutes by definition of (h) and because cc= 1, the triangle 
(2) commutes by the induction hypothesis. In (3) 
(Q@ l~,)(lONeOc) = @cl0 l~,)(eC31,01D,) = (k,(eO1,NOID,. 
Up to a central, &,-,(e@ 14) =E; (see the definition) and also 
e(qB,,c,l~4) = ~-‘(l[B,,C,,)~(~~,) = ~%(EE,)) = EC,. 
So (3) also commutes. 
By Proposition A. 1, 
EIB,,C,lOB,(l[B,,C,(q)l~h~lq) = (l[B~,C~(I)]Oh)EIB,,C,]OA,; 
(EIB,,C,]~A,~lO,)(l~CD,q)=&[B,,C,]~A,~D,. 
Now we may take g,,(e(l 0 h) 0 lo,) as fO. 
The case when the contravariant occurrence of lies in D is treated analogously. 
(3.1.2) The contravariant occurrence of q lies in B, (it is covariant in B,). In that 
case the adjoint occurrence of q lies in A 1. We may suppose that Al =A20 q. 
Applying the inductive hypothesis to h : A, @ q -+ B,(q) we see that h = 
&@I 8 14). 
Let us consider the following diagram: 
(h) 0 1 
’ ClOD 
I/ (3) _ qB,,C,Io lB, 0 1D lO&,O~D -&(re,,c,l~;B,(I)OD)(10Cq(EOD) T 
m(q),C,lOB,(oOqOD ’ [B,(q),C110q0B,(I)OD. 
Here (1) commutes by definition of (h), (2) commutes by the induction hypothesis. 
In (3) &[B,,C,] @lB, @l D, = E([B,,c,]BB,(I)~D)(~ @ Cq(B,@D)) by definition of E. 
Next, (3) commutes because ~b,,~,] = e(l@6,,)(1 @c) and on the other hand 
e(E[B,,C,]~1B,(f))=e(n(e~,,C,])~18~(1))=&~,,C,], so e(e[B,,C,lOIB,(l))(lOC)=&~I,C,]X 
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(10 c) = e( 10 a,,)( 10 c)( 10 c) = e( 10 a,,). Multiplication on 1, gives (3). 
Note that by the inductive hypothesis ho is an arrow of the type A, -+ B,(I). We 
may apply Proposition A.1 and we see that 
Let x,y be centrals, 
x:A(q)Oq~[B,(q),C,lOA,OqOD, 
Y: [B,(I),CIIOA~OD-‘A(I). 
we have Y&~B,,c,IoA~~~(~OC)(~O~O~~)X=EA(~)~ Hence ~B,.c,IoA~~DU 0~) x 
(l@c@lD)x=y-‘&/qq). Recall that f = g((h)@ 1)x. We see that ((h) @ 1)x= 
(eO1,)(l[B,(IXC,]OhoOID)y-lEA(q) hence f=g(eOlo)(l[~,(~),c,~Oh~Ol~)Y-~&A(~) 
and we may take g(eO1,)(l,B1(l),C,lOhoOID)Y-l asfo. 
(3.2) f: B@q +A(q). Here f =g((h) @ 1) (we omit the centrals) and so 
f= [B,,Cz]@BZ@D@q 3 C1@D@q a A(q). 
Here h : B2 + B1 (h cannot depend on q because the adjoint occurrence of q lies 
in A). Applying the inductive hypothesis to g we have g=a,+r)(gr @ l,), where 
gl : Cl OD-+A(I). Hence f=6,~~((g~(h))@l,) and we may takefo=g,(h). 0 
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